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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0066500A1] 1. Strong box or fortified cabinet comprising an external body (1) having the general shape of a rectangular parallelepiped
with openings on two opposed faces and containing a central body (4) rotating around a vertical axis, the side surface of the central body having two
armoured opposed parts (2, 3) and two open opposed parts, the width of these open parts of the central body (4) being substantially equal to the
openings of the outer body, access to the box being obtained by making the open faces of the central body to correspond with the openings of the
external body (1), the armoured parts being then flush masked within the latter ; characterized in that : the central body has substantially the shape
of a rectangular parallelepiped, the armoured parts (2, 3) of the central body have a length substantially equal to the inner width of the external body,
the distance between the outer faces of the armoured parts (2, 3) of the central body is substantially equal to the distance between the outer faces of
the external body where are provided the openings whereby, in a closed position, the armoured parts (2, 3) are in a flush arrangement with the outer
faces of the external body.
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